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Abstract 

Considerable evidence exists of a world-wide trend of declining student numbers in school and university 

sciences.  Much of the research evidence relating to student engagement in the Sciences has focused on 

school students, with very little focusing on university students, and even less on the transition and 

engagement of students from school to university science.  This research seeks to understand how 

university students become or remain engaged in science during their transition from school to university.   

Data were collected using a mixed-methods design that included a questionnaire and focus groups.  

Participants consisted of first-year university students from the College of Science, alongside their 

lecturers and paper coordinators; plus secondary school students studying one or more sciences, alongside 

their teachers.   

Analysis of questionnaire data revealed five ‘teacher efficacy’ scales (Lecturer Qualities, Relevant 

Contexts, Scientific Method, Self-Directed Learning, and Maximising Technology) that correlated with 

three ‘student engagement’ scales (Commitment to Performance, Learning with Excitement, and 

Discovering Meaning).  Thematic analysis of qualitative data supported these relationships between 

teacher efficacy and student engagement.  Student engagement was most strongly influenced by lecturers’ 

qualities, along with the ability to place scientific knowledge into contexts that were relevant to the 

student.  However, lecturers’ and teachers’ perceptions of their teaching qualities were significantly 

greater than those of their students and, conversely, students’ perceptions of their own engagement were 

significantly greater than those of their teachers/lecturers.   

The findings provide clear evidence that more widespread use of best practice pedagogies and provision 

of relevant contexts would promote student engagement in the Sciences at both secondary and tertiary 

education levels.  In arriving at this conclusion, the present study explores some key questions:  

• Student engagement is not lost in transition; but are students engaged at all?  

• Teachers influence student engagement; but are teachers reaching their potential?  

• Teaching needs to be more engaging; but what does that involve?  

• Undergraduates want to become scientists, but must they wait until postgraduate studies? 
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